ABSTRACT A stellar gyroscope is an attitude sensor that is composed of a micro star sensor and a microelectro-mechanical system gyroscope. The attitude is the output by fusing the information of the two sensors. Due to the processing of the star image from the star sensor, a measurement delay is introduced and can affect the performance of the fusion of the two sensors. In this paper, a factor graph method that is based on a sliding window is investigated for dealing with the measurement delay. Temporary factors are calculated to temporarily occupy the places of the factors that are under processing, and sliding window incremental smoothing is only performed with a set of factors and states after the delayed measurement has arrived. To reduce the frequency of attitude calculation based on a star image, the keyframe strategy is adopted. Only in keyframes, the attitude is solved by using the star image and used as the measurement of the factor. In nonkeyframes, only the star positions in the star images are determined, with a robust star tracking method that is aided by the gyroscope. Moreover, a high-rate low-latency output framework that is by a gyroscope is proposed for accelerating the attitude output rate. According to the results of the experiments on simulated data, the proposed method can overcome the problem of measurement delay and is more effective than the compared methods. According to the results of the experiments on real data, the proposed method can be used in applications.
gyro biases. To output attitude information accurately at a high rate using a stellar gyroscope, a data fusion algorithm must be utilized.
Data fusion of the gyroscope and the star sensor is conducted via dynamic state estimation. Dynamic state estimation is a nonlinear estimation problem. The state function and the measurement function are formulated based on a kinematical model, a dynamical model and the measurement theory of the star sensor and the gyroscope. The typical algorithms are the extended Karman filter (EKF), unscented Karman filter (UKF), and particle filters (PFs).
EKF is a nonlinear filter that has been widely used for attitude estimation in many practical applications. In the structure of EKF, nonlinear attitude equations are used in the forward estimation process and the estimated attitude is updated in a recursive manner using the measurement data. Common implementations of EKF are the multiplicative extended Kalman filter (MEKF) [5] [6] [7] [8] and the additive extended Kalman filter (AEKF) [9] . Although the extended Kalman filter is a popular method for attitude estimation, it may fail when the state or measurement models are highly nonlinear or a satisfactory a priori estimate of the state is unavailable.
UKF operates on the premise that with a fixed number of parameters, it is easier to approximate a Gaussian distribution than to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function [10] . UKF can provide higher estimation accuracy, faster convergence, and higher computation speed than EKF and it is robust to large initial estimation errors [11] [12] [13] [14] .
PFs comprise a broad class of suboptimal nonlinear filters that are based on sequential Monte Carlo simulations, in which the distributions are approximated by weighted particles (random samples) that are generated using pseudorandom number generators [15] , [16] . Particle filters are superior to conventional nonlinear filters for solving strongly nonlinear and non-Gaussian filtering problems; however, they are computationally expensive. Many efforts have been made to reduce the computational burden, such as via parallel computing [17] , reducing the number of particles [18] and simplifying the updating step [19] , [20] .
The above algorithms typically assume that the measurement is available immediately at the time of estimation. In a stellar gyroscope, the MEMS gyroscope satisfies the above requirement since it provides measurements at up to kHz rates. However, the star sensor does not, as star image sampling, star position determination, star identification, and attitude calculation are required before the star sensor outputs the measurement. All these processes require handling time. Therefore, the star sensor provides the measurement at a low rate and the measurement is delayed on the order of hundreds of milliseconds compared with the sampling time. This problem is called measurement delay. Measurement delay can negatively affect the stability and robustness of any filter and degrade its performance if it is not handled properly.
The problem of measurement delay has attracted a substantial amount of research attention. Prior to discussing the relevant methods, various definitions are needed. The methods for handling delayed measurements can be categorized into three types. The primary measurements are defined as the measurements that are sampled infrequently and are available with a delay, while secondary measurements are sampled frequently and the measurements are available immediately.
In methods of the first type, the primary measurements are fused when they arrive. Filter recalculation is an extension of EKF. Once the primary measurements have arrived, this approach goes back to the time step when the primary measurements were sampled. The entire trajectory of estimates is recomputed based on the secondary measurements up to the current time step [21] . Filter recalculation does not require the smoothing operation to be applied on the estimation trajectory; however, the estimated states and the covariance of the prediction error are stored until the primary measurements arrive. The main drawbacks of filter recalculation are the high storage cost and time consumption. To save memory space, the Alexander method handles the measurement delay via sequential processing [22] . The Alexander method only requires the correction term to be stored and can also be used for time varying delays; however, the measurement error variance must be known. In this case, the Larsen method computes an optimal gain by extrapolating delayed measurements to the current ones [23] . Both the Alexander method and the Larsen method are time-saving; however, they are suboptimal. To obtain the optimal estimated states, another parallel filter is introduced. The parallel filter is used to estimate the correct terms for the optimal estimated states. The parallel filter is initialized with the updated Kalman gain and error covariance matrix, as in Alexander's method, when the primary measurements are sampled and is re-initialized using the state and covariance of the first filter when the primary measurements arrive [24] .
The methods of the second type are based on state augmentation. In the methods of this type, the current states are augmented by the past states. In the fixed-lag smoothing method, the states between the sampling time of the primary measurements and the arrival time of the primary measurements are stored for augmenting the current states. Before the primary measurements arrive, the states are updated by secondary measurements. When the primary measurements arrive, the augmented states are smoothed by both primary and secondary measurements [25] . Since the number of augmented states and the size of the system matrices increase with the delay, the computational burden is high. To decrease the size of the system matrices, the current state can be augmented with a transformation that is based on the measurement model of the primary variables for the previous time steps [26] . The computational burden is still high when the number of augmented states is large.
The above methods are based on nonlinear filters such as EKF and UKF. For a nonlinear system, the prior probability density can only be estimated. This may cause a loss in estimation accuracy. Moving horizon estimation (MHE) is an optimization method that utilizes a sliding window. The window contains a finite horizon of the available measurements and the last output is the current state [27] [28] [29] . The sensitivity of the estimator to the prior density and the effect of incorrect initialization and the propagation of the prior probability density can be reduced by including more measurements in the finite horizon. MHE outperforms the nonlinear filter method; however, the computational load remains heavy.
According to the discussion above, the existing methods have disadvantages in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy. As the factor graph method has the advantage of being a plug-and-play approach, the delayed factors that were added later and affect the related nodes. In this way, the problem of measurement is handled and the computational efficiency is improved. In this paper, a factor graph method that is based on a sliding window is proposed for handling the problem of measurement delay in attitude estimation using a stellar gyroscope. The main contributions of the paper are as follows: (1) The temporary factors are set to temporarily provide the measurement to maintain the integrity of the factor VOLUME 7, 2019 graph when the delayed measurement is under processing. (2) The sliding window enables incremental smoothing to be conducted with only a set of factors and states, which reduces the scale of the estimator. (3) To reduce the frequency of attitude computation, which affects the time cost, a keyframe strategy is used. Only in the keyframe is the attitude is calculated using a star image. In a non-keyframe, only the position of the stars in the star image are calculated and a robust star tracking method that is aided by the gyroscope is proposed. (4) A high-rate low-latency output framework that is aided by the gyroscope is designed for accelerating the attitude output rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The introduction is given in Section 1. The problem that is introduced by measurement delay and the mathematical model for attitude estimation and the stellar gyroscope are described in Section 2. The overall scheme of the proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3. The estimation of attitude based on a factor graph is described in detail in Section 4. In Section 5, the results of the experiments with simulation and real-data are discussed. The conclusions of this work are presented in Section 6.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. ATTITUDE DESCRIPTION AND KINEMATIC MODEL
In this paper, a spacecraft is considered a rigid body and its attitude in inertial space can be model as rotation from the body-fixed frame, which is denoted by {B}, to the inertial frame, which is denoted by {I } and attached to the earth. The attitude can be represented by the Euler angle, a quaternion, the modified Rodrigues parameters and a rotation matrix. Among them, the rotation matrix has no singularities, its transformations before and after rotation can be easily computed via the Rodrigues rotation formula using the precalibrated rotation axis and the measured rotation angle [28] . The attitude kinematics model is expressed aṡ R = Rω [×] (1)
where ω [×] is the skew symmetric matrix of the angular velocity ω = ω x , ω y , ω z T , which is defined as
B. SENSOR MODEL
1) THE OUTPUT MODEL OF A MEMS GYROSCOPE
The angular velocity is typically measured using a gyroscope. The output of a MEMS gyroscope suffers from bias and noises, which must be considered in attitude estimation.
The mathematical model of a MEMS gyroscope can be represented as follows:
where ω g ∈ R 3 is the actual output of the gyroscope; ω denotes the vector of the true angular velocities of the gyroscope's three axes, which are relative to the inertial frame {I } and expressed in the gyroscope frame {G}; b g is the slowly varying bias with zero mean and covariance b ; and η g is the Gaussian white noises with zero mean and covariance g .
2) THE IMAGING MODEL OF A STAR SENSOR
The image formation process of a star sensor is similar to that of a camera. As the distance of a star is much larger than the focal length of the lens, the imaging process can be expressed by the pin-hole imaging model.
Let w denote the vector of a star in the inertial frame:
where (α, δ) denotes the right ascension and declination in the celestial frame, which are known. After imaging, the position of the star in the star image is (x, y). A norm vector v can be expressed in terms of (x, y):
where (x 0 , y 0 ) is the principal point of the star tracker on the image plane and f is the focal length of the lens. The relationship between w and v is expressed as
where A is the attitude matrix of the star sensor in the inertial frame. If there are more than two stars in the viewing area of the star sensor, the attitude matrix can be determined via the QUEST algorithm [30] .
C. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The star sensor is a common attitude sensor and can output attitude information; however, it requires processing to obtain the attitude information, such as star image processing, star identification and attitude solution. Although the star sensor can provide precise attitude information, the output rate of the star sensor is low. In contrast, the MEMS gyroscope output angular velocity is high, but the angular velocity is affected by bias. In a stellar gyroscope, to improve the output rate of the attitude and correct the angular velocity output from the MEMS gyroscope, it is necessary to fuse the information of the two sensors to estimate the attitude and bias. There are several problems to be solved during the estimation: First, the two sensors output different types of data at different rates. A common approach is to integrate the angular velocity into the attitude to maintain the same frequency as the star sensor; however, the repeated and vast integration of the angular velocity incurs a high time cost. Second, the processing of the star image, star identification and attitude calculation cause a measurement delay. The measurement of the star sensor is not available immediately when the measurement is sampled. When the processing complete, the delayed measurement is used to estimate the current state, which may degrade the performance of the estimation. In the above process, the star identification is computationally heavy; thus, frequent star identification should be avoided. Third, the size of the estimator is the main aspect that affects the speed of the estimation; an increase in the number of measurements can result in a larger information matrix. In this case, the computational speed decreases.
D. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF ATTITUDE ESTIMATION WITH MEASUREMENT DELAY
As discussed above, the various data processes of the star sensor cause a measurement delay. The measurement delay can affect the accuracy and robustness of the attitude estimation. Attitude estimation without a measurement delay can be modeled as a maximum a posteriori estimation:
where X is the variable state to be estimated, which includes the attitude and the bias of the gyroscope, and Z is the measurements of the sensors, which include the measured attitude of the star sensor and the angular velocity of the gyroscope. According to equation (7), an optimal estimate of state X is obtained by identifying the measurement Z that maximizes p (X |Z ).
If the measurement Z k is sampled at time step k but arrives at the estimator after processing with n time steps of delay, equation (7) can be rewritten as
Equation (8) is the mathematical model for attitude estimation with a measurement delay.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED METHOD A. ASSUMPTIONS
Before the method is proposed, several assumptions are made: It is assumed that the coordinate frame of the MEMS gyroscope, which is denoted as {G}, and the body frame, which is denoted as {B}, coincide, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The transformation matrix of star sensor frames {S} and {G} is known. Moreover, the star sensor has been calibrated and the distortion in the star image has been corrected. The scale factor of the gyroscope is known. As stars are located at infinity, the displacement from O B to O I can be neglected.
B. METHOD DESCRIPTION AND ARCHITECTURE
In a stellar gyroscope, the attitude can be estimated by fusing the data from the star sensor and the MEMS gyroscopes. The delayed measurement of the star sensor is not available until after processing; hence, it cannot be used in the current estimation. Since the factor graph method has the advantage of being a plug-and-play approach, the delayed measurement can be added to related nodes in the factor graph at any time and will influence the result at the next estimation. According to this characteristic, the factor graph can be used to handle the measurement delay problem in attitude estimation in this paper.
A factor graph is a bipartite graph that consists of factors that are connected to variables. It represents the attitude estimation problem as a graphical model: G = (F, X , E). A factor graph contains two types of nodes: The state variable nodes, which are denoted as x j ∈ X , represent the unknown random variables to be estimated in the estimation problem, whereas the factor nodes, which are denoted as f i ∈ F, represent probabilistic information on those state variables. The factor nodes are derived from the measurement model or prior knowledge. Edge e ij ∈ E exists if and only if factor f i involves state variable θ j . Fig. 2 is a simple factor graph. In Fig. 2 , the variable nodes and the factor nodes are shown as circles and squares, respectively.
The factor graph G defines the factorization of a function f (X ) as
where X i is the state variables set that is related to factor f i . A factor is defined by a cost function between the measurement model, namely, h i (X i ), and the actual measurement, namely,z i . Assuming the underlying noise process is Gaussian with covariance , the factor can be expressed as
where · 2 is the Mahalanobis distance. It is assumed that the measurement model is Gaussian. Therefore, the factor is expressed as
In the estimation of the state variables, the factor graph is optimized via incremental smoothing. In the optimization, the factor graph is transformed to a Bayes net to generate the conditional probability among the state variable nodes. A Bayes net is a type of chord graph in which a tree structure, namely, a Bayes tree, is introduced by identifying the cliques (the sets of state variable nodes that are interconnected) in the chord graph. In the Bayes tree, the update relationship of the state variables is constructed and the cliques are updated from root to leaves. When a new factor is added to the corresponding nodes in the factor graph, the new factor will influence the path from the cliques that contain these nodes to the root clique.
In this paper, the variables to be estimated are the attitude of frame {B} with respect to frame {I } and the bias of the MEMS gyroscope. In the factor graph, the variables are represented by attitude nodes and bias nodes and the factor nodes are generated by the measurements from the star sensor and the MEMS gyroscope, respectively. In the estimation, incremental smoothing is used to estimate the values of the variable nodes. The value of each attitude node is estimated from the integral of the angular velocity, the star position and the measurement attitude from the star sensor. The value of each bias node can be estimated from the change in attitude and the star position in the star image. A function diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , the star images are divided into keyframes and non-keyframes to reduce the frequency of attitude calculation. In a non-keyframe, only the star centroid is extracted. The position set of each star among the frames is used as measurements to generate the star factor. To determine the correspondence between stars in two sequential star images, star tracking, which is aided by the gyroscope, is used. In a keyframe, the measurement attitude is computed in the typical way for a star sensor and the attitude is used as a measurement to generate the star sensor factor. The keyframes are selected at fixed frame intervals.
When the measurements of a star sensor are sampled, a temporary factor is inserted into the factor graph at the current attitude node to provide a temporary measurement. Once the star image has been processed and the attitude has been calculated, the measurement arrives to the estimator and the star factor or star sensor factor takes the place of the reserved temporary factor. The relationship between the adjacent attitude nodes is represented by the kinetics model; hence, the measurement of the gyroscope of the current node is the integral of the angular velocity from the attitude value of the previous node. During the optimization of the factor graph, the value of the previous node may change and the integration of the angular velocity is repeated. The repeated integration increases the computation time. To eliminate the repeated integration, the integration factor between two attitude nodes is generated from the relative attitude, which is the integrated angular velocity. The bias node is related to the integration factor as well since the integration factor is generated by the angular velocity from the MEMS gyroscope. Between two bias nodes, a bias factor is generated by the noise model of the MEMS gyroscope. Based on the above, a total factor graph is shown in Fig. 4 . In the factor graph in Fig. 4 , the attitude prior factor is generated from the initial attitude and the bias prior factor is generated from the initial estimate of the bias. The positions of the stars are not considered in this paper and will not be estimated. To illustrate the relationship between the star factor and the corresponding node, the star node is represented by an imaginary line circle.
As the stars may be observed over many image frames, the star factor affects many cliques in the Bayes tree during the optimization. In this case, the update of the incremental smoothing will take an extended time. By utilizing a sliding window, the oldest nodes, which move out of the window, are marginalized out from the factor graph and new nodes are added to the window with each sampling of a star image. After the temporary factor has been added, incremental smoothing is performed.
After estimation, the bias is used to correct the raw angular velocity from the MEMS gyroscope. The corrected angular velocity is output as a result and integrated to obtain the attitude. In this way, the attitude can be output at a high rate.
The architecture of the proposed method has three layers: In the front-end layer, the star image is captured and processed. When a star image is captured, an attitude node, together with a bias node, is added to the factor graph. Then, the angular velocity data during the period of two adjacent attitude nodes are read from the buffer. The integration factor is generated from these angular velocity data and the temporary factor and they are added to the factor graph at the current attitude node. Finally, the factor graph is sent to the back-end layers for estimation. Once the delayed measurement is ready and the estimation is complete, a new star image is captured and the star factor or the star sensor factor is added to the factor graph. In the back-end layers, the oldest node in the sliding window is marginalized first. Then, incremental smoothing is performed when the factor graph arrives. The estimated attitude and bias are sent to the output layer to be output and the estimated bias is used to correct the angular velocity in the front-end layer. In the output layer, the estimated attitude and bias are received. The high-rate attitude output is facilitated by the corrected angular velocity. The structure of the work layers is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
IV. ATTITUDE AND GYROSCOPE BIAS ESTIMATION WITH DELAYED MEASUREMENT
In this section, a factor graph approach is used to handle the measurement delay of a star sensor in the estimation of attitude and gyroscope bias. First, the star factor and the star sensor factor, which are related to the star sensor, are generated. Then, the pre-integration factor for the gyroscope measurement is generated, along with the temporary factor. To reduce the computational cost of updating, sliding-window incremental smoothing is performed to estimate the attitude and VOLUME 7, 2019 gyroscope bias. Finally, a high-rate low-latency output framework is proposed for improving the attitude output rate.
A. FACTOR GRAPH GENERATION FOR ATTITUDE AND GYROSCOPE BIAS ESTIMATION
Four factors are generated in this part: the star factor, the star sensor factor, the gyroscope pre-integration factor and the temporary factor.
1) STAR FACTOR
The star factor is related to the star position in the image and the attitude when the image is captured. As discussed in Section 2.2, the star sensor operates similar to a camera. Therefore, the star factor employs the reprojection error as the cost function. Since the stars are located at infinity, the reprojection error is
where P (·) : R 3 → R 2 is the projection function, which involve the transformation from the body frame to the star sensor frame;R ∈ SO (3) is the attitude matrix; w is the unit star vector, which is expressed in the inertial frame {I }; u = u x , u y T is the star position, which is measured by a star sensor; l is the star index; and X (l) is the subset of attitude states in which the lth star is observed.
To avoid projecting stars from the back side of the star sensor, the error in vector form is employed as the cost function; equation (12) can be rewritten as
where R C B is the rotation from the body frame to the star sensor frame and v is the measurement unit vector, which is denoted in Section 2.2.
In this paper, it is not necessary to estimate the star vector in the inertial frame. By using the approach in [31] , a large set of factors (13) that involve poses and stars is reduced to a smaller set of factors that only involve poses. The simplified star factor is expressed as (14) .
where b l ∈ R 3n l is the residual error of the cost function at the linearization point; F l ∈ R 3n l ×3n l is the Jacobian about δφ X (l) ∈ R 3n l , which is a perturbation with respect to the linearization point of the attitude at all states of X (l); δφ = Log R −1 R ; and Log (·) is the logarithm map, which can transform a rotation matrix to an element of the Lie algebra. The details of the Lie algebra are presented in Appendix 1.
is the Jacobian about δw ∈ R 3n l , which is a perturbation with respect to the linearization point of the star vector, and n l is the number of states of X (l).
Via (14), a star factor is generated from multiple observations of a star at various attitudes. Therefore, a star tracking process between the frames is required. Here, a robust star tracking method that is aided by a gyroscope is proposed.
For convenience, the time between two sequential star images is divided into several short time intervals, the length of which is denoted by t. Let R i be the attitude matrix of the star sensor at the present moment. The observed vector of a star in the star sensor coordinates is defined as v i and w i is the corresponding vector in the inertial coordinates. The relationship between these variances is as follows:
where R t is the relative attitude matrix between the current moment and the next moment, which can be calculated via
where ω ∧ is a skew-symmetric matrix that is populated with the components of the angular velocity vector ω. Then, the relationship between v i and v i+ t in Equation (15) can be expressed in terms of Equation (16) by Equation (17):
where v i can be calculated from the star position in the image plane coordinates. Suppose that during a period of length t, the angular velocity is constant. The trajectory of the lth star in the image plane can be calculated by:
In equation (18), the focus length f is much larger than −x m i ω y t + y m i ω x t; hence, the denominator of equation (18) is approximated as 1. Therefore, equation (18) can be rewritten as:
By reapplying equation (19) , the position of the star x m j_predict , y m j_predict in the next frame j is predicted. A search process is performed in the neighborhood of x m j_predict , y m j_predict in frame j to obtain the tracking star. Each star factor connects to the attitude state node, which can observe the corresponding star. When the processing of a non-keyframe has been completed, the attitude variable node sets up a relationship with the corresponding star factor.
The star sensor factor is related only to the attitude when the image is captured. It expresses the error between the measured attitude and the value of the node. Therefore, the cost function of the star sensor factor is f S (R) = RR (20) whereR ∈ SO (3) is the measured attitude of the star sensor. The star sensor factor connects to the attitude variable node. When the processing of a keyframe has been completed, the star sensor factor is added to the graph.
3) PRE-INTEGRATION GYROSCOPE FACTOR
Let i and j be the time steps at which two sequential images are captured. The attitudes at these time steps are R i and R j . The relationship between R i and R j can be calculated by iterating equation (21) .
where t is the output interval of the gyroscope, which can be assumed to be constant, and Exp (·) is the exponential map, which can transform an element of the Lie algebra to a rotation matrix. Equation (21) constrains the motion between R i and R j . The value of R j is effected by the value of R i ; hence, if there is a change in R i , the future rotations, namely, R k , k = i, i + 1, ..., j − 1, will change as well. In the follow optimization, the value of R j may change with each iteration; therefore, the integration in equation (21) has to be repeated. The repeated integration leads to high time consumption. To avoid this problem, pre-integration technology is used to reparametrize the measurement of the gyroscope as a relative rotation between R i and R j . The cost function of the pre-integration gyroscope factor is
whereb g is the previous bias, which satisfies a bias update
, and the Jacobian ∂ R ij ∂b g describes how the measurements change due to a change in the bias estimate. More details about pre-integration can be found in [32] .
The pre-integration gyroscope factor connects the attitude variable node at time steps i and j and bias node at time step i.
4) BIAS FACTOR
As discussed in Section 2.2, the bias of the gyroscope is slowly time-varying; hence, the relationship between the biases at time steps i and j is:
where η b is the discrete noise with zero mean and covariance b . According to (23) , the cost function of the bias factor can be expressed as
The star image must be processed before the measurement is generated. The measurement is typically available after the optimization at this time. In this case, there is no measurement at the moment, i.e., there is no factor to connect to the current attitude node. The temporary factor occupies this place in the factor graph when an image is captured. The temporary factor has the same form as the original factor; however, the measurement is a predicted value that is generated from the previous measurement and the angular velocity. When the measurement becomes available, the corresponding factors are added to the graph and the temporary factor is removed. For the temporary star sensor factor, the temporary measurement is obtained from the last attitude measurement and the integral of the corrected angular velocity. For the temporary star factor, the temporary measurement is obtained from the predicted position via (19) . The application of temporary factors reflects the plug-and-play characteristic of the factor graph.
B. FACTOR GRAPH OPTIMIZATION VIA INCREMENTAL SMOOTHING WITH A SLIDING WINDOW
The factor graph is a graph model. It can be updated incrementally. The incremental smoothing algorithm realizes sparse nonlinear incremental optimization of the factor graph [33] . To facilitate the derivation, the factor graph is converted into a Bayes net via Gaussian variable elimination. The Bayes net is a directed acyclic graph. It contains the conditional probability for each variable. When a variable is eliminated, the conditional probabilities and a factor graph of the remaining variables are generated. Once all the variables in the factor graph have been eliminated, the Bayes net is generated. The process of variable elimination is equivalent to the decomposition of the Jacobian matrix of the system. When a new factor is inserted into the factor graph, the affected cliques are transformed back to a local factor graph, and the variable elimination is performed, means the Jacobian matrix is relinearized and decomposed. As the matrix decomposition is performed in the linear system, to perform relinearization incrementally without decomposing the whole matrix, a tree structure, namely, a Bayes tree, is induced by recognizing the cliques in the Bayes net. The Bayes tree is an oriented version of a clique tree and has two main properties: (1) The Bayes tree is generated by the Bayes net in reverse elimination order. The variables in each clique collect information by eliminating their child clique and the information of each clique will propagate to the root. (2) The information of the factor is added into the elimination process only if the first variable that connects to the factor is eliminated. According to these two properties, when a new factor is added, only the paths between the cliques that contain variables that connect the new factor and the root are affected. The subtrees below these cliques are unaffected, as these subtrees don't contain variables that connect to the new factor. To update the Bayes tree, the affected part of the Bayes tree is converted back into a factor graph and the new factors are added to it. After reelimination has been conducted on the factor graph, the new factor is integrated into the Bayes tree. When the updating of the Bayes tree has been completed, the value of each node is updated from the root to the leaf.
As discussed above, the stars may be observed over many image frames; hence, the star factor may affect many cliques in the Bayes tree. In this case, the update of the incremental smoothing will take an extended amount of time. In a constant-length sliding window, the number of attitude nodes to be estimated is limited. At the beginning, when a new attitude node is added to the factor graph, the length of the window is incremented by one. The first update of the factor graph is performed when the length of the window has reached a specified length. Then, the window slides forward with the addition of the new attitude node and the oldest variable in the window is removed from the window. To prevent a loss of information due to the removal of old variable nodes, these variable nodes are transformed to prior information via marginalization. Removing a variable node θ i from the factor graph is equivalent to marginalizing out the variable from the joint probability density function. From the viewpoint of probability density, the marginalization of node θ i is equivalent to the integration of variable θ i as expressed in (25) 
where is the variable set. Typically, the marginalization is computationally costly operation unless the removed variables are not contained in leave cliques. Similar to the marginalization in (26) , integrating out θ n only requires dropping the conditional from the end of the joint distribution product.
Using the CCOLAMD method [34] , the newer variable nodes will occur in the cliques that are near the root, and the older variable nodes will occur in the cliques that are near the leaves. In the window, the nodes and factors constitute a local factor graph. Old variables are discarded and do not need to be updated. Thus, the computation time is reduced.
C. HIGH-RATE LOW-LATENCY OUTPUT AIDED BY A GYROSCOPE
In incremental smoothing, a nonlinear Gauss-Newton approach is used to solve for the optimal values of the variables in the factor graph. The optimal values of the variables are the most recent ones. As the bias is a slowly varying value, the most recent value can be considered as the current one; however, that of the attitude can't be.
Real-time control of a satellite requires high-rate and lowlatency state estimates. Although state estimation based on factor graph is fast, there is an output delay. To address this problem, a high-speed output method is implemented in a parallel thread. When a new estimate of the most recent attitude is obtained at time t current , the value is added to the second thread.
Since the accumulated error of the attitude from the gyroscope is small in a short interval, the high-rate low-latency estimate is output by propagating the corrected angular velocity with the most recently estimated attitude. Here, the corrected angular velocity is the raw angular velocity minus the bias. The estimated value is the attitude at the time that the star image is captured; this time is denoted as t capture . At time t capture , the corrected angular velocity is stored into a buffer. Whenever a new state has been estimated, the stored measurements are integrated to obtain the current attitude. Before the next state arrives, the attitude is output when the data from each gyroscope are output. Thus, high-rate output is realized. The process of attitude output is illustrated in Fig. 6 . 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, both numerical simulations experiments and experiments with real data that were obtained from the night sky are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The code for the proposed method is based on the GTSAM library 1 .
A. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
To simplify the program structure, the image processing of star images is performed in advance and the processing results are added to the factor graph after the current update to express the delay. All the data include time stamps. All of the related methods are implemented on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-480M processor and 8 GB of RAM.
In this experiment, the hardware parameters of the simulated star sensor are set as follows: the angle of view is 23 deg × 23 deg, the focal length is 18 mm, the image size is 1024 pixels × 1024 pixels, the size of each pixel is 10 µm × 10 µm, and the sampling frequency is 10 Hz. The star images are simulated using the Smithsonian Fig. 7 . The output rate of the gyroscope is 100 Hz.
The EKF method in [8] , the MHE method in [29] and the proposed method are evaluated via numerical simulation. All the methods are initialized with an attitude of [1, 1, 1] T deg and a gyroscope bias of [0, 0, 0] T deg/s. The state to be estimated is x = b x , b y , b z , θ pitch , θ yaw , θ roll . In EKF, the covariance of the process noise is Q = diag(0.04 2 , 0.04 2 , 0.04 2 , 0.3 2 , 0.3 2 , 0.3 2 ), the covariance of the measurement noise is R = diag(0.04 2 , 0.04 2 , 0.04 2 , 0.3 2 , 0.3 2 , 0.3 2 ), and the initial covariance of estimation is P 0 = 5I 6×6 . MHE uses a horizon of 10 steps and the Gauss-Newton iteration is performed until the change in the cost function value between consecutive steps is less than 1. The variances of MHE are σ 2 str = 0.3 2 deg 2 , σ 2 omega = 0.01 2 (deg/s) 2 , and σ 2 bias = 0.04 2 (deg/s) 2 . In the proposed method, a keyframe is selected every 10 frames and incremental smoothing is performed every 10 steps. The variance of the factors are set as follows: the variance of the star factors is σ 2 star = 0.5 2 pixel 2 , the variance of the star sensor factors is σ 2 s = 0.3 2 deg 2 , the variance of the pre-integration factors is σ 2 i = 0.1 2 deg 2 , the variance of the bias factors is σ 2 b = 0.04 2 (deg/s) 2 , and the variances of the temporary factors are the same as those of the corresponding factors. For comparing the performances of these methods, the error of the attitude, the gyroscope bias, and the computation time of each update are selected as the evaluation indicators. The results are plotted in Fig. 8 .
As EKF doesn't consider the measurement delay, the attitude measurement from the star sensor is from an earlier time and there is always a difference between the measurement result and the actual measurement at the current time. In this case, the estimated bias diverges from the true value; hence, the attitude error increases with time. Compared to EKF, MHE and the proposed method can overcome the measurement delay problem; according to the results, the errors of these two methods converge to zero. From the curve, the bias error of the proposed method converges after 20 frames, which is significantly slower compared to the other two methods. This is because the factor graph updates every 10 frames; VOLUME 7, 2019 therefore, only two update are performed for 20 frames. The time costs per update of the three methods are t EKF = 0.025s, t MHE = 0.881s, and t Pr oposed = 0.449s. Since EKF only uses the data of one time step, its computation speed is the highest. The proposed method is faster than MHE because it performs sparsification and marginalization of the information matrix. Moreover, for 100 frames, EKF and MHE output 100 attitude data; in contrast, the proposed method can output 1000 attitude data due to the high-rate low-latency output framework.
To compare the performances of MHE and the proposed method intuitively, the mean and variance of the error of each method are computed. Table 1 and Table 2 list the mean and variance of the error after convergence of MHE and the proposed method. The mean of the error is the average of the absolute value of the error.
In the proposed method, two type measurements of star sensors are used; hence, the proposed method outperforms MHE in terms of both the means and variances of the attitude and bias errors. The mean attitude error of the proposed method is nearly 10% that of the MHE method and the variance of the error is 16.6% that of the MHE method. The mean attitude error of the proposed method is 61.5% that of the MHE method and the variance of the error is 68.9% that of the MHE method. The results of the proposed method are closer to the true values and the fluctuation is small.
According to the results above, the proposed method realizes high precision with low time cost and outputs more data.
To evaluate the proposed method on sensors that have various performance levels, two additional experiments are performed. First, the bias of the gyroscope is set 0.05 deg/s, 0.1 deg/s, 0.2 deg/s and 0.4 deg/s; the values of the other parameters are the same as in the first experiment. The errors of the estimated attitude and bias are plotted in Fig. 9 .
According to the results in Fig. 8 , the convergence rate decreases as the bias increases. Fig. 10 shows the means and variances of the attitude error and the bias error. After convergence, the mean errors of the estimated attitude and bias increase with the bias and there is small difference between the results for the error variance and the mean error. Therefore, the bias of the gyroscope has a small impact on the performance of the proposed method.
In the second experiment, star sensors with various precision levels are considered. In this experiment, the measurement precision levels of the star sensors are 0.001 deg, 0.01 deg and 0.1 deg. The other parameters are set to the same values as in the first experiment of this section. The errors of the estimated attitude and bias are plotted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 .
According to the result in Fig. 11 , the errors of the estimated attitude and bias are acceptable when the precision of the star sensor is less than 0.01 deg. The accuracy of the estimated results decreases as the measurement error of the star sensor increases. Fig. 12 shows the means and variances of the attitude error and the bias error. The result for the 0.1 deg measurement error is several times less accurate compared to the others. Therefore, the measurement error of the star sensor has a substantial impact on the accuracy of the estimated attitude and bias in the proposed method. When the measurement error of the star sensor exceeds 0.1 deg, the risk of failure of the proposed method increases.
B. EXPERIMENT WITH REAL DATA
In this experiment, the proposed algorithm is applied to real star images that were captured from the night sky. Like the simulation experiment, the errors of the output attitude and estimated bias are the evaluation indicators that are used to evaluate the proposed algorithm.
The star image and the angular velocity are obtained by a prototype system of stellar gyroscope, which includes an industry, a MEMS gyroscope, and a single-chip microcomputer system, The angular velocity is sampled by the single-chip microcomputer and recorded in a memory card. The star image is recorded by the host computer software. The images are captured by the hardware trigger signal of the single-chip microcomputer, so the time synchronization can be achieved. A high-precision gyroscope is installed together with the stellar gyroscope. The output of the high-precision gyroscope is considered the true value of the attitude. Both data of gyroscopes and image are recorded with time stamp. As the MEMS gyroscope is an inexpensive model, its bias changes at each power on. To determine the true value of the bias, the turntable is held still for a specified time period.
Three group experiments are carried out in this part. In the first two groups, only one axis rotates; in the third group, two axes rotate. The results of the three groups of experiments are plotted in Fig. 13 .
In Fig. 13 , plots (a), (b), and (c) show the errors of the output attitude. Because of the high-rate output framework, the error of the output attitude is effected by the propagation of bias. At the beginning, the bias is not convergent and the error of the output attitude is oscillatory intensively. After the bias converges, its effect on the output attitude decreases. The error of the result is composed of three part. The first one is the installation error between the stellar gyroscope and the high-precision gyroscope. The second one is the measurement error of stellar gyroscope. And the last one is the installation error of camera and MEMS gyroscope. In Fig. 13, plots (d) , (e), and (f) show the errors of the bias of the MEMS gyroscope; the error of the estimated bias is less than 0.01 deg. Due to the influence of the three types of error above, the error of the estimated bias is always less than zero on the z-axis. According to these results, the proposed method can be used to handle the measurement delay in applications.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For overcoming the problem of decreased attitude estimation performance due to measurement delay, a factor graph method is investigated in this paper. The proposed method includes the generation of a factor graph, factor graph optimization via sliding window incremental smoothing and a high-rate low-latency output framework. In the generation of VOLUME 7, 2019 the factor graph, keyframes are used to reduce the attitude calculation frequency. The attitude information from the star sensor is used as the measurement only in the keyframe. In non-keyframes, the measurement is the star position in the image. The stars are tracked among images via a star tracking method that is aided by a gyroscope. For dealing a missing measurement when the measurement is under processing, a temporary factor is generated according to the measurement that is predicted from the corrected angular velocity and is used to temporarily replace the factor that is under processing. In the optimization of the factor graph, a sliding window is used to decrease the number of nodes that must be updated. When a new attitude node is added into the factor graph, the window moves forward, and the last node in the window is marginalized as the prior. To accelerate the output rate of attitude information and reduce the output latency, the attitude is output by propagating the corrected angular velocity based on the estimated attitude. Experiments with simulated data were conducted to compare the proposed method with others in terms of the mean error and error variance. The results demonstrate that the proposed method can overcome the problem of measurement delay and is more effective than the other methods. In experiments on sensors that have various precision levels, the proposed method performs well. The results of the experiments with real data demonstrate that the proposed method can be used in applications.
APPENDIX
Exp (φ) is the exponential map, which can transform an element of the Lie algebra φ ∈ (3) to a rotation matrix R ∈ SO (3). Exp (φ) is defined as:
where ∧ is an operator that transforms a vector into a matrix. Log (R) is the inverse operation of Exp (φ) and is defined as 
where ∨ is an operator that transforms a matrix into a vector.
